
Connecting the LVS25 with its Load Control Module

LOAD CONTROL
MODULE

LVS25 current draw at 25 VAC

Off  ~ 20 to 60 ma

On  > 100 ma

25 VAC
Separately fused

ADJUSTMENT OF ON STATE CURRENT where necessary.

The LVS25 is factory adjusted to have an on state current of 110 ma when a 26 VAC

transformer is used.  IF a lower or higher voltage results because of using multi drop

connection to the 25 VAC power source then the the LVS 25 back must have jumpers added or

removed so that the "on state" current stays above 100 ma. Jumpers J1, J2, and J3 are used

to do this. Installing these jumpers will INCREASE the current drawn.

For various transformer voltages

27 VAC remove all jumpers

25VAC install Jumper J1

23 Vac install Jumpers J2 and J3
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OPERATION and SET UP

Checking the on state current

The LVS25 normally draws about 25 ma at 25 VAC to operate its control electronics and

ZIGBEE radio component. When the LVS 25 determines to turn on its load, it increases its

current draw to 100 ma.  This additional current triggers a solid state switch ( TRIAC)  in the

Load Control Module  which turns on the load. The 25 VAC power source should be

separately fused to accommodate the current draw of the load.

1. By turning the setpoint knob all the way up you can cause the LVS25 to call for heat.

Once the control strategy "winds up" it will call for heat and turn its  output on within a few

minutes.

2. There is an alternate method to turn the controller output on and off for testing. This is

described in the operator's manual and requires a laptop and a cable.

J1 j2 j3

LVS 25 Back

CONTROL STRATEGY

The LVS 25 controls comfort by measuring room temperature using a temperature

predictor. A PI strategy is used to calculate output based on temperature, setpoint and

time to maintain stable room temperature. From this, LVS25 cycles the heater on and off

using aperture control. The heat will cycle on and off for periods that become shorter as

the room approaches its desired temperature.

J3 shown installed

Measure Current


